We study the problem of estimating from data, a sparse approximation to the inverse covariance matrix. Estimating a sparsity constrained inverse covariance matrix is a key component in Gaussian graphical model learning, but one that is numerically very challenging. We address this challenge by developing a new adaptive gradient-based method that carefully combines gradient information with an adaptive step-scaling strategy, which results in a scalable, highly competitive method. Our algorithm, like its predecessors, maximizes an 1-norm penalized log-likelihood and has the same per iteration arithmetic complexity as the best methods in its class. Our experiments reveal that our approach outperforms state-of-the-art competitors, often significantly so, for large problems.
Introduction
A widely employed multivariate analytic tool is a Gaussian Markov Random Field (GMRF), which in essence, simply defines Gaussian distributions over an undirected graph. GMRFs are enormously useful; familiar applications include speech recognition [4] , time-series analysis, semiparametric regression, image analysis, spatial statistics, and graphical model learning [17, 29, 31] .
In the context of graphical model learning, a key objective is to learn the structure of a GMRF [29, 31] . Learning this structure often boils down to discovering conditional independencies between the variables, which in turn is equivalent to locating zeros in the associated inverse covariance (precision) matrix Σ −1 -because in a GMRF, an edge is present between nodes i and j, if and only if Σ −1 ij = 0 [17, 29] . Thus, estimating an inverse covariance matrix with zeros is a natural task, though formulating it involves two obvious, but conflicting goals: (i) parsimony and (ii) fidelity.
It is easy to acknowledge that fidelity is a natural goal; in the GMRF setting it essentially means obtaining a statistically consistent estimate (e.g. under mild regularity conditions a maximum-likelihood estimate [22] ). But parsimony too is a valuable target. Indeed, it has long been recognized that sparse models are more robust and can even lead to better generalization performance [9] . Furthermore, sparsity has great practical value, because it: (i) reduces storage and subsequent computational costs (potentially critical to settings such as speech recognition [4] ); (ii) leads to GMRFs with fewer edges, which can speed up inference algorithms [20, 31] ; (iii) reveals interplay between variables and thereby aids structure discovery, e.g., in gene analysis [10] .
Achieving parsimonious estimates while simultaneously respecting fidelity is the central aim of the Sparse Inverse Covariance Estimation (SICE) problem. Recently, d'Aspremont et al. [8] formulated SICE by considering the penalized Gaussian log-likelihood [8] (omitting constants) log det(X) − Tr(SX) − ρ ij |x ij |, where S is the sample covariance matrix and ρ > 0 is a parameter that trades-off between fidelity and sparsity. Maximizing this penalized log-likelihood is a non-smooth concave optimization task that can be numerically challenging for high-dimensional S (largely due to the positive-definiteness constraint on X). We address this challenge by developing a new adaptive gradient-based method that carefully combines gradient information with an adaptive step-scaling strategy. And as we will later see, this care turns out to have a tremendous positive impact on empirical performance. However, before describing the technical details, we put our work in broader perspective by first enlisting the main contributions of this paper, and then summarizing related work.
Contributions
This paper makes the following main contributions:
1. It develops and efficient new gradient-based algorithm for SICE. 2. It presents associated theoretical analysis, formalizing key properties such as convergence.
3. It illustrates empirically not only our own algorithm, but also competing approaches.
Our new algorithm has O(n 3 ) arithmetic complexity per iteration like other competing approaches. However, our algorithm has an edge over many other approaches, because of three reasons: (i) the constant within the big-Oh is smaller, as we perform only one gradient evaluation per iteration; (ii) the eigenvalue computation burden is reduced, as we need to only occasionally compute positive-definiteness; and (ii) the empirical convergence turns out to be rapid. We substantiate the latter observation through experiments, and note that state-of-the-art methods, including the recent sophisticated methods of Lu [18, 19] , or the simple but effective method of [11] , are both soundly outperformed by our method.
Notation:
We denote by S n and S n + , the set of n × n symmetric, and semidefinite ( 0) matrices, respectively. The matrix S ∈ S n + denotes the sample covariance matrix on n dimensional data points. We use |X| to denote the matrix with entries |x ij |. Other symbols will be defined when used.
Related work, algorithmic approaches
Dempster [9] was the first to formally investigate SICE, and he proposed an approach wherein certain entries of the inverse covariance matrix are explicitly set to zero, while the others are estimated from data. Another old approach is based on greedy forward-backward search, which is impractical as it requires O(n 2 ) MLEs [17, 29] . More recently, Meinshausen and Bühlmann [21] presented a method that solves n different Lasso subproblems by regressing variables against each other: this approach is fast, but approximate, and it does not yield the maximum-likelihood estimator [8, 13] .
An 1 -penalized log-likelihood maximization formulation of SICE was considered by [8] who introduced a nice block-coordinate descent scheme (with O(n 4 ) per-iteration cost); their scheme formed the basis of the graphical lasso algorithm [13] , which is much faster for very sparse graphs, but unfortunately has unknown theoretical complexity and its convergence is unclear [18, 19] . There exist numerous other approaches to SICE, e.g., the Cholesky-decomposition (of the inverse covariance) based algorithm of [28] , which is an expensive O(n 4 ) per-iteration method. There are other Cholesky-based variants, but these are either heuristic [15] , or limit attention to matrices with a known bandedstructure [3] . Many generic approaches are also possible, e.g., interior-point methods [24] (usually too expensive for SICE), gradient-projection [2, 5, 11, 19, 27] , or projected quasi-Newton [6, 30] .
Due to lack of space we cannot afford to give the various methods a survey treatment, and restrict our attention to the recent algorithms of [18, 19] and of [11] , as these seem to be over a broad range of inputs the most competitive methods. Lu [18] optimizes the dual (7) by applying Nesterov's techniques [23] , obtaining an O(1/ √ ) iteration complexity algorithm (for -accuracy solutions), that has O(n 3 ) cost per iteration. He applies his framework to solve (1) (with R = ρee T ), though to improve the empirical performance he derives a variant with slightly weaker theoretical guarantees. In [19] , the author derives two "adaptive" methods that proceed by solving a sequence of SICE problems with varying R. His first method is based on an adaptive spectral projected gradient [5] , while second is an adaptive version of his Nesterov style method from [18] . Duchi et al. [11] presented a simple, but surprisingly effective gradient-projection algorithm that uses backtracking line-search initialized with a "good" guess for the step-size (obtained using second-order information). We remark, however, that even though Duchi et al.'s algorithm [11] usually works well in practice, its convergence analysis has a subtle problem: the method ensures descent, but not sufficient descent, whereby the algorithm can "converge" to a non-optimal point. Our express goal is the paper is to derive an algorithm that not only works better empirically, but is also guaranteed to converge to the true optimum.
Background: Problem formulation
We begin by formally defining the SICE problem, essentially using a formulation derived from [8, 11] :
Here R ∈ S n is an elementwise non-negative matrix of penalty parameters; if its ij-entry r ij is large, it will shrink |x ij | towards zero, thereby gaining sparsity. Following [19] we impose the restriction that S+Diag(R) 0, where Diag(R) is the diagonal (matrix) of R. This restriction ensures that (1) has a solution, and subsumes related assumptions made in [8, 11] . Moreover, by the strict convexity of the objective, this solution is unique.
Instead of directly solving (1), we also (like [8, 11, 18, 19] ) focus on the dual as it is differentiable, and has merely bound constraints. A simple device to derive dual problems to 1 -constrained problems is [16] : introduce a new variable Z = X and a corresponding dual variable U . Then, the Lagrangian is
The dual function g(U ) = inf X,Z L(X, Z, U ). Computing this infimum is easy as it separates into infima over X and Z. We have inf
which yields
Next consider inf
which is unbounded unless |u ij | ≤ ρ ij , in which case it equals zero. This, with (4) yields the dual function
Hence, the dual optimization problem may be written as (dropping constants)
Observe that −∇G = (S + U ) −1 = X; so we easily obtain the primal optimal solution from the dual-optimal. Defining, X U = (S + U ) −1 , the duality gap may be computed as
Given this problem formalization we are now ready to describe our algorithm.
Algorithm
Broadly viewed, our new adaptive gradient-based algorithm consists of three main components: (i) gradient computation; (ii) step-size computation; and (iii) "checkpointing" for positive-definiteness. Computation of the gradient is the main O(n 3 ) cost that we (like other gradient-based methods), must pay at every iteration. Even though we compute gradients only once per iteration, saving on gradient computation is not enough. We also need a better strategy for selecting the step-size and for handling the all challenging positive-definiteness constraint. Unfortunately, both are easier said than done: a poor choice of step-size can lead to painfully slow convergence [2] , while enforcing positive-definiteness requires potentially expensive eigenvalue computations. The key aspect of our method is a new step-size selection strategy, which helps greatly accelerate empirical convergence. We reduce the unavoidable cost of eigenvalue computation by not performing it at every iteration, but only at certain "checkpoint" iterations. Intuitively, at a checkpoint the iterate must be tested for positive-definiteness, and failing satisfaction an alternate strategy (to be described) must be invoked. We observed that in practice, most intermediate iterates generated by our method usually satisfy positive-definiteness, so the alternate strategy is triggered only rarely. Thus, the simple idea of checkpointing has a tremendous impact on performance, as borne through by our experimental results. Let us now formalize these ideas below.
We begin by describing our stepsize computation, which is derived from the well-known Barzilai-Borwein (BB) stepsize [1] that was found to accelerate (unconstrained) steepest descent considerably [1, 7, 25] . Unfortunately the BB stepsizes do not work out-of-the-box for constrained problems, i.e., naiïvely plugging them into gradientprojection does not work [7] . For constrained setups the spectral projected gradient (SPG) algorithm [5] is a popular method based on BB stepsizes combined with a globalization strategy such as non-monotone line-searches [14] . For SICE, very recently Lu [19] exploited SPG to develop a sophisticated, adaptive SPG algorithm for SICE. For deriving our BB-style stepsizes, we first recall that for unconstrained convex quadratic problems, steepest-descent with BB is guaranteed to converge [12] . This immediately suggests using an active-set idea, which says that if we could identify variables active at the solution, we could reduce the optimization to an unconstrained problem, which might be "easier" to solve than its constrained counterpart. We thus arrive at our first main idea: use the active-set information to modify the computation of the BB step itself. This simple idea turns out to have a big impact on empirical consequences; we describe it below.
We partition the variables into active and working sets, and carry out the optimization over the working set alone. Moreover, since gradient information is also available, we exploit it to further refine the active-set to obtain the binding set; both are formalized below. Definition 1. Given dual variable U , the active set A(U ) and the binding set B(U ) are defined as
where
The role of the binding set is simple: variables bound at the current iteration are guaranteed to be active at the next. Specifically, let U = U |U ij | = ρ ij , and denote orthogonal projection onto U by P U (·), i.e.,
If (i, j) ∈ B(U k ) and we iterate
the membership (i, j) ∈ A(U k+1 ) holds. Therefore, if we know that (i, j) ∈ B(U k ), we may discard U k ij from the update. We now to employ this idea in conjunction with the BB step, and introduce our new modification: first compute B(U k ) and then confine the computation of the BB step to the subspace defined by (i, j) / ∈ B(U k ). The last ingredient that we need is safe-guard parameters σ min , σ max , which ensure that the BB-step computation is wellbehaved [14, 19, 26] . We thus obtain our modified computation, which we call modified-BB (MBB) step:
where ∆Ũ k−1 and ∆G k−1 are defined by over only non-bound variables by the following formulas:
Assume for the moment that we did not have the positive-definite constraint. Even then, our MBB steps derived above, are not enough to ensure convergence. This is not surprising since even for the unconstrained general convex objective case, ensuring convergence of BB-step-based methods, globalization (line-search) strategies are needed [14, 26] ; the problem is only worse for constrained problems too, and some line-search is needed to ensure convergence [5, 12, 14] . The easy solution for us too would be invoke a non-monotone line-search strategy. However, we observed that MBB step alone often produces converging iterates, and even lazy line-search in the style of [7, 14] affects it adversely. Here we introduce our second main idea: To retain empirical benefits of subspace steps while still guaranteeing convergence, we propose to scale the MBB stepsize using a diminishing scalar sequence, but not out-of-the-box; instead we propose to relax the application of diminishing scalars by introducing an "optimistic" diminishment strategy. Specifically, we scale the MBB step (12) with some constant scalar δ for a fixed number, say M , of iterations. Then, we check whether a descent condition is satisfied. If the current iterate passes the descent test, then the method continues for another M iterations with the same δ; if it fails to satisfy the descent, then we diminish the scaling factor δ. This diminishment is "optimistic" because even when the method fails to satisfy the descent condition that triggered diminishment, we merely diminish δ once, and continue using it for the next M iterations. We remark that superficially this strategy might seem similar to occasional line-search, but it is fundamentally different: unlike line-search our strategy does not enforce monotonicity after failing to descend for a prescribed number of iterations. We formalize this below.
Suppose that the method is at iteration c, and from there, iterates with a constant δ c for the next M iterations, so that from the current iterate U c , we compute
for k = c, c + 1, · · · , c + M − 1, where σ k is computed via (12)-(a) and (12)-(b) alternatingly. Now, at the iterate U c+M , we check the descent condition:
Definition 3 (Descent condition).
for some fixed parameter κ ∈ (0, 1).
If iterate U c+M passes the test (16), then we reuse δ c and set δ c+M = δ c ; otherwise we diminish δ c and set δ c+M ← η · δ c , for some fixed η ∈ (0, 1). After adjusting δ c+M the method repeats the update (15) for another M iterations. Finally, we measure the duality gap every M iterations to determine termination of the method. Explicitly, given a stopping threshold > 0, we define: Definition 4 (Stopping criterion).
Algorithm 1 encapsulates all the above details, and presents pseudo-code of our algorithm SICE.
Given U 0 and U 1 ;
Compute B(Ũ j ) then compute σ j using (12)-(a) and -(b) alternatingly; 
Analysis
In this section we analyze theoretical properties of SICE. First, we establish convergence, and then briefly discuss some other properties. For clarity, we introduce some additional notation. Let M be the fixed number of modified-BB iterations, i.e., descent condition (16) is checked only every M iterations. We index these M -th iterates with K = {1, M + 1, 2M + 1, 3M +1, · · · }, and then consider the sequence {U r }, r ∈ K generated by SICE. Let U * denote the optimal solution to the problem. We first show that such an optimal exists. We remind the reader that when proving convergence of iterative optimization routines, one often assumes Lipschitz continuity of the objective. We, therefore begin our discussion by stating the fact that the dual objective function G(U ) is indeed Lipschitz continuous.
Theorem 5 (Optimal
Proposition 6 (Lipschitz constant [18] ). The dual gradient ∇G(U ) is Lipschitz continuous on U with Lipschitz con-
We now prove that {U r } → U * as r → ∞. To that end, suppose that the diminishment step δ c+M ← η · δ c is triggered only a finite number of times. Then, there exists a sufficiently large K such that for all r ∈ K, r ≥ K,
In such as case, we may view the sequence {U r } as if it were generated by an ordinary gradient projection scheme, whereby the convergence {U r } → U * follows using standard arguments [2] . Therefore, to prove the convergence of the entire algorithm, it suffices to discuss the case where the diminishment occurs infinitely often. Corresponding to an infinite sequence {U r }, there is a sequence {δ r }, which by construction is diminishing. Hence, if we impose the following unbounded sum condition on this sequence, following [2] , we can again ensure convergence. Since in our algorithm, we scale the MBB step (12) σ r by a diminishing scalar δ r , we must ensure that the resulting sequence δ r α r also satisfies the above condition. This is easy, but for the reader's convenience formalized below.
Proposition 8. In Algorithm 1, the stepsize δ r · σ r satisfies the condition 7.
Proof. Since lim r→∞ δ r = 0 and lim r→∞
Using this proposition we can finally state the main convergence theorem. Our proof is based on that of gradientdescent; we adapt it for our problem by showing some additional properties of {U r }.
Theorem 9 (Convergence). The sequence of iterates (X k , U k ) generated by Algorithm 1 converges to the optimum solution (X * , U * ).
Proof. Consider the update (15) of Algorithm 1, we can rewrite it as
where the descent direction D r satisfies
Using (19) and the fact that there exists at least one |∂ ij G(U r )| > 0 unless U r = U * , we can conclude that there exists a constant c 1 > 0 such that
where m ij = mid
Similarly, we can also show that there exists c 2 > 0 such that
Finally, using the inequalities (20) and (21), in conjunction with Proposition 6, 8, the proof is immediate from Proposition 1.2.4 in [2] .
Numerical Results
We present numerical results on both synthetic as well as real-world data. We begin with the synthetic setup, which helps to position our method via--vis the other competing approaches. We compare against algorithms that represent the state-of-the-art in solving the SICE problem. Specifically, we compare the following 5 methods: (i) PG: the projected gradient algorithm of [11] ; 1 (ii) ASPG: the very recent adaptive spectral projected gradient algorithm [19] ; 2 (iii) ANES: an adaptive, Nesterov style algorithm from the ASPG paper [19] ; 2 (iv) SCOV: a sophisticated smooth optimization scheme built on Nesterov's techniques [18] ; 3 and (v) SICE: our proposed algorithm. We note at this point that although due to space limits our experimentation is not exhaustive, it is fairly extensive. Indeed, we also tried several other baseline methods such as: gradient projection with Armijo-search rule [2] , limited memory projected quasi-Newton approaches [6, 30] , among others. But all these approaches performed across wide range of problems similar to or worse than PG. Hence, we do not report numerical results against them. We further note that Lu [18] reports the SCOV method vastly outperforms block-coordinate descent (BCD) based approaches such as [8] , or even the graphical lasso FORTRAN code of Friedman et al. [13] . Hence, we also omit BCD methods from our comparisons.
Synthetic Data Experiments
We generated random instances in the same manner as d'Aspremont et al. [8] ; the same data generation scheme was also used by Lu [18, 19] , and to be fair to them, we in fact used their MATLABcode to generate our data (this code is included in the supplementary material for the interested reader). First one samples a sparse, invertible matrix S ∈ S n , with ones on the diagonal, and having a desired density δ obtained by randomly adding +1 and −1 offdiagonal entries. Then one perturbs S to obtain S = (S ) −1 + τ N , where N ∈ S n is an i.i.d. uniformly random matrix. Finally, one obtains S, the random sample covariance matrix by shifting the spectrum of S by
where ς > 0 is a small scalar. The specific parameter values used were the same as in [18] , namely: δ = .01, τ = .15, and ς = 10 −4 . We generated matrices of size 100m × 100m, for m ∈ [1 . . . 10] ∪ {16, 20}. . Since all algorithms decrease the duality-gap non-monotonically, we show the time-points when a prescribed is first attained. Table 1 shows two sample results (more extensive results are available in the supplementary material). All the algorithms were run with a convergence tolerance of = 2 · 10 −5 ; this tolerance is very tight, as previously reported results usually used = .1 or .01. Table 1 reveals two main results: (i) the advanced algorithms of [18, 19] are outperformed by both PG and SICE; and (ii) SICE vastly outperforms all other methods. The first result can be attributed to the algorithmic simplicity of PG and SICE, because ASPG, ANES, and SCOV employ a complex, more expensive algorithmic structure: they repeatedly use eigendecompositions. The second result, that is, the huge difference in performance between PG and SICE (see Table 1 , second sub-table, fourth and fifth rows) is also easily explained. Although the step-size heuristic used by PG works very-well for obtaining low accuracy solutions, for slightly stringent convergence criteria its progress becomes much too slow. SICE on the other hand, exploits the gradient information to rapidly identify the active-set, and thereby exhibits faster convergence. In fact, SICE turns out to be even faster for low accuracy ( = .1) solutions.
The convergence behavior of the various methods is illustrated in more detail in Figure 1 . The left panel plots the duality gap attained as a function of time, which makes the performance differences between the methods starker: SICE converges rapidly to a tight tolerance in a fraction of the time needed by other methods. The right panel summarizes performance profiles as the input matrix size n × n is varied. Even as a function of n, SICE is seen to be overall much faster (y-axis is on a log scale) than other methods. 
Conclusions and future work
We developed, analyzed, and experimented with a powerful new algorithm for estimating the sparse inverse covariance matrices. Our method was shown to outperform all the competing state-of-the-art approaches. We attribute the speedup gains to our careful algorithmic design, which also shows that even though the spectral projected gradient method is fast and often successful, invoking it out-of-the-box can be a suboptimal approach in scenarios where the constraints were simple. In such as setup, our modified spectral approach turns out to afford significant empirical gains.
At this point several avenues of future work are open. We list them in order of difficulty: (i) Implementing our method in a multi-core or GPU setting; (ii) Extending our approach to handle more general constraints; (iii) Deriving an even more efficient algorithm that only occasionally computes gradients; (iv) Deriving a method for SICE that does not need to explicitly compute matrix inverses. 
